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Tiivistelmä-Referat-Abstract
Early women"s magazines and the contradictions in women"s lives. Negotiating the readership contract.
The focus of research is on the development of women's magazines and how they formed a sustained readership contract. The data consists of the
analysis of five pioneer Finnish women's magazines: Om konsten att rätt behaga (1782), Aura, Veckoskrift för Skönlitteratur (1856), Från nära
och fjerran, Litterarturblad för Finlands Qvinnor (1860-1861), Koti ja Yhteiskunta (1889-1911) and the first annual volume of Kotiliesi (1923).
Finnish women's magazines imitated European and American women's magazines and followed the same historical developmental path from
essay periodicals to multivoiced magazines and finally women's consumer magazines as their foreign models.
The central theoretical concepts used come from activity theory and women's studies. The notion of a (business) concept is a theoretical construct
that combines different aspects of a business model. It facilitates studying women's magazines simultaneously from the viewpoints of both media
production and economics, media text and audience.
Pateman's (1989) formulation of the sexual contract and the notion of gender system are utilized for the analysis of how each magazine defines
femininity and a woman's role in society and what the relation portrayed in the magazines is between women and the prevailing sexual contract.
The analysis revealed that women's magazines can simultaneously recognize, construct, strengthen and deconstruct gender differences within the
constraints set by the existing gender system and sexual contract. Women's magazines can also perform as arenas for discussion where the
conditions of the sexual contract can be debated or deconstructed.
In order to create a sustained bond with the readers, readership contract, women's magazines built their concept on a historically changing central
contradiction in women's lives - for example the contradiction of going to work or staying at home. The magazines give hope and advice for the
resolution of the contradiction but can also strengthen the prevailing societal ideal for women and their place in society. The contradictions of
women's lives can be discussed in different sections of the magazine: news, discursive prose, advice or fiction.
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